Sheffield and Peak District Branch of the CPRE
SR 2SHPK

Please see SR SHPK

SR 2SHPK SP  SOCIAL AND PERSONAL RECORDS
SR 2SHPK PH3  PHOTOGRAPHS

SR 2SHPK SP  Social and personal records  n.d.[twentieth century]
SR 2SHPK SP4/1  Notes relating to Gerald Haythornthwaite, with biographical and career details (1 doc)  n.d.[twentieth century]

SR 2SHPK PH3  Photographs  n.d.[1920’s-1940’s?]
SR 2SHPK PH3/1  Photographs of the Peak district and surrounding areas, some identified of subjects such as roadside advertising signs, housing development, old buildings, electricity cables and garages [Copies] (1 folder)  n.d.[1920’s-1940’s?]